
*PRAYAG PUBLIC SCHOOL*   *LALGOPAL GANJ* 
*REVISION TEST* *PAPER-1* 
 *CLASS -  3* 
*SUBJECT:-* *ENGLISH LITERATURE* 
MARKS :10             TIME :- 40 min 
 
NOTE:- Answer the questions on a register page and store it in a file.  
All questions are compulsory . 
 
Q1.Write the meaning of the following words. (2) 
1.Merchant    2.Worship        3.Warning       4. Giant 
     
Q2.Write two rhyming words for the  following words.                 (2) 
1 Book           2.Den              3.Pair              4 . Cop 
 
 Q3.Make sentence using the words given below:-        (2) 
1.Playground . 2.Neighbour   3. Clever       4.Obedient 
  
Q4.Write any new Poem which you have learny. ( atleast 2 stanza and write the poet's name also)                      (2) 

 
Q5.Translate it into Hindi                      (1)   
The bird laughed and said ,"O foolish monkeys ! You are trying to create the fire without a spark. 
 

Q6. Write two lines about your favourite story. (1) 
 

DAILY H.W FOR CLASS -3 
DATE  5/5/2020 
 
WRITE: 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE: 
Write the definition of collective , Material and Abstract noun . 
*********************Video: Noun Part 2* ******************** 
 
MATHS:- 
Write 1 to 20 roman numerals and solve question given in the video part  5. 
**********************Vedio: Roman Numerals* *Part 5* ********************* 
 
HINDI 

1.शब्द किसे िहते है? 

उत्तर- वर्णो िे सार्थि समूह िो शब्द िहते है। 
 
SOCIAL STUDIES:- 
With the help of video find Answers for the following questions 
Q1. What is solar system? 
Q2. Write the name of five constellations. 
Q3. Write the name of planets of solar system in hindi and english. 
 
SCIENCE 
Topic- living and non living things  
1.Give example of 3 living and non living things and draw and colour them . 
 
COMPUTER 
Find Answer 
1.Why do we use computer? 



2.Write 5 uses of computer. 
 
TRANSLATE INTO HINDI:- 
 One day a crocodile came out of the water to bathe in the sun.When he was lying under the sun, he 
saw a few jamun fruits on the river bank. 
 
LEARN 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE:- 
Learn Definition (Mentioned above) 
 
MATHS:-   Revise all rule. 
 

HINDI:-  शब्द िी पररभाषा लऱखिर याद िरो। 
 
SOCIAL STUDIES:-  Learn Ans (Q. Given above) 
 
SCIENCE : Learn Ans (Q. given above) 
 

COMPUTER:-  Learn Ans (Q.given above) 

 *REVISION TEST* *PAPER* *-1***  
 *CLASS -  3**        *SUBJECT** :- *ENGLISH LANGUAGE*      ( *Answer sheet)*          
1.What is  a Sentence  and discuss its three basic rules.                   (2) 
 *Ans: A sentence is a group of words that makes complete sense.*  
Three basic rules 
1.The word must be *placed in proper order to *make complete sense. 
2 Sentence must begin with capital letter. 
3.A Full stop (.) must be* placed at the end of sentence. 
  
2.Write the definition of  Proper noun with two example.                   (1) 
 *Ans: Proper noun is a name of a person ,place* *and object.* *Example*  *Ramesh, Tuffy,Agra*  
 
3.Write two examples of common noun .   
Ans : *For example City , Boy*              (1) 
 
Q2.Rewrite the following group of words as sentence.By using capital letter and full stop.         (1.5) 
1.there/days/are/week / in/a/ seven 
1. There are seven days in a  week.  
2.pages/ has/this/book/twenty 
2.This book has twenty pages.  
3.hill/ jack/and/jill/the/up/went 
3. Jack and Jill went up the hill .  
 
Q3.Pick out the names of persons, places, animals or thing.              (2) 
1.Mona sharpens her pencil.                                           1. *Mona, Pencil*  
2.Romesh and Yogesh are playing with dog.                 *2.Ramesh , Yogesh, Dog*  
3.Mumbai is a big city.                                                    *3.Mumbai ,City*  
4.This bus will take you to Delhi.                                     4. *Bus  , Delhi*  
 
Q4.Underline the predicate               (1) 
1. Bear are fond of honey.*                                 *Ans :are fond of honey.*  
2. The mango is the king of fruits.                        Ans *: is the king of fruits.*  
 
Q5.Write the opposite of the following words. (1.5) 
1.Active = *lazy* ,Blunt= *sharp* , Correct= *Wrong* 


